THE AMSTERDAM

HYPERMEDIA MODEL:

On the surface, hypermedia is a simple and natural extension of multimedia and hypertext: multimedia provides a richness in data types that facilitates flexibility in expressing information, while hypertext provides a control structure that supports an elegant way of navigating through this data in a content-based manner. Unfortunately, the concepts that apply to collections of static information do not all translate well to complex collections of dynamic information. What does it mean, for example, to follow a link in a hypermedia presentation when the source node consists of nonpersistent data? Does the source presentation freeze, does it go away, do parts of it go away? Similarly, how should the synchronization relationships within and among elements in a composite component be defined? Is this part of the hypermedia model or part of a data storage or data presentation model? In our view, a general hypermedia model needs to be able to specify both the conventional link-based navigation elements of hypertext and the complex timing and presentation relationships found in multimedia presentations. Such a model is presented here.

Intuitively, support for hypermedia can be defined by taking the Dexter Hypertext Reference Model [7, 8], and augmenting it with multimedia data types within its storage layer. The Dexter model provides a facility for creating links within a document, with the links being anchored inside document components. The notions of links, anchors and components are basic to hypertext systems, and since they are not tied to any particular type of implementation or to any particular type of data, integrating them into a hypermedia system would seem to be a straightforward task. (Note that this does not make the task easy: finding a general way to indicate the presence of a link in a dynamic data, or providing means of "clicking" a portion of video or audio, remain difficult and unsolved problems.) Although such a "marriage of convenience" can provide immediate results, the underlying control assumptions of the Dexter model make it unsuitable for describing and supporting generalized hypermedia documents. In particular, this approach cannot adequately support complex temporal relationships among data items, specifications that support high-level presentation semantics, or a notion of "information context" that specifies global behavior when a link is followed—all elements that are of fundamental importance in supporting hypermedia.

This article presents the Amsterdam Hypermedia Model (AHM), a general framework that can be used to describe the basic constructs and actions that are common to a wide range of hypermedia systems. We present the AHM in the context of the Dexter model's hypertext technology and terminology. We do this because hypertext is—in the time scale of information technology—a relatively mature discipline, with a well-defined model of general system behavior. The AHM is developed as an extension to the Dexter model in order to capitalize on its contributions to understanding hypertext systems. In particular, the Dexter model allows the composition of hierarchical structures, the specification of links between components, and, through the

use of anchors, allows data-dependent information to be recorded separately from the hyperstructure.) The AHM extends the Dexter model by adding to it the notions of time, high-level presentation attributes and link context. A portion of this extension is based on the basic aspects of the CMIF multimedia document model [3, 4]. By combining the relevant aspects of the Dexter and CMIF models, we are able to take the existing notions of hypertext presentations and add to these the implementation-independent behavior model of multimedia found in CMIF.

We start our consideration of hypermedia systems with a discussion of the basic requirements for a hypermedia model. We then present the AHM, considering both the general model structure and its implementation implications. We conclude with a discussion of the current state of our hypermedia implementation experiments. (Throughout our discussion, the body of this article will refer to a running example of a hypermedia presentation; this example is described in the sidebar "A Hypermedia Example.")

Requirements for Describing Hypermedia

The use of dynamic media is not unique to multimedia systems. The inclusion of time-based information (such as audio or video data) can also be supported within conventional

1We use the following conventions throughout this article to describe hypermedia: a document is a complete collection of related components. Each component can be built recursively from other components or from primitive data elements of various types, also called entities. A presentation is the active form of a document. In normal use, the terms document and presentation are nearly interchangeable, as are (to a lesser extent) entity and component. Generally, context should clarify usage.
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hypertext. While rudimentary support for “time” is not difficult to retrofit into existing systems, the development of a more general model for managing the elements in a presentation will be required, since more applications make use of loosely coupled collections of dynamic and static objects fetched from potentially distributed sources, all of which need to be synchronized in some nontrivial manner. To put the requirements of such a generalized model into context, a brief overview of the defining characteristics of hypertext, multimedia and hypermedia is given followed by the requirements for modeling time, links (and link context), and global presentation semantics in a hypermedia.

Hypermedia and Hypermedia

Figure 1 provides a high-level review of the essential aspects of the hypertext, multimedia and hypermedia models. In Figure 1a, a hypertext is modeled as a network of components related through a set of links anchored in source and destination components. While various implementations of hypertext may impose different constraints on the internal structure of a component or the exact nature of a link/anchor set, all systems support the notion of “visiting” a component for a user-determined amount of time, with that visit either terminated by the end of the application or interrupted/replaced/augmented by following a link to one or more other components. Note that the meaning of visiting a component—that is, the visual effects displayed to the user in terms of pieces of text, graphics, sounds, and so forth—is usually considered an internal property of the data.

Figure 1b illustrates a generic multimedia presentation. Like Figure 1a, the presentation is made up of a collection of components. Unlike Figure 1a, the components are meant to be presented in some author-defined relative order. The existence of such an ordering relationship depends on an explicit notion of time in the model. While the user still may have control over the selection of components to be visited, the components selected and presented can change without direct user intervention because of this notion of time. (That is, the model not only defines the components of the presentation, but it also defines an ordering relationship that specifies when the components are presented relative to one another.)

Multimedia systems typically support two types of navigation facilities that provide a user with control over the presentation. One method adjusts the current time reference in a presentation, indicated by the heavy horizontal line in Figure 1b; by using a control interface similar to that of an audiocassette or compact disc player, the user can stop/start/fast-forward/rewind (and sometimes search through) the presentation. The second—and less common—navigation type is similar to a rudimentary hypertext link, indicated by the anchor and link arrow in the figure. Here, following the link would bring the user to the time point that is indicated by the dotted line in the illustration. This is essentially equivalent to a fast-forward operation, except that the “stop point” is defined by the document author rather than by the user.

Figure 1c gives a high-level description of one way of combining hypertext and multimedia: by having each component of the hypertext model be a self-contained multimedia presentation. This model addresses two sets of concerns: those that relate to the hyperstructured navigation through the document, and those that relate to the multimedia presentation of information. For many simple forms of hypermedia support, the sketch in Figure 1c presents an adequate model of system behavior. As we will see, however, this view limits the flexibility of the author in defining a presentation and the user in viewing one.

Temporal Information

In general, a hypermedia model should be able to specify how individual pieces of information relate to one another at any level that a document author feels appropriate. This level would depend on the way the data was stored and on the presentation/navigation abilities of the runtime systems available to users. The specification of timing constraints within a document thus depends on the nature of the underlying data elements and on the way these can be combined for presentation. The internal structure of data will be beyond the scope of the hypermedia model, but the composition of components remains central to the model.

In conventional hypertext, time is addressed indirectly, often in terms of a presentation’s behavior as it follows a hypertext link. Such an approach is unfortunate because it binds together two separate aspects of a presentation. Instead, we partition the temporal relationships among data items in two broad classes: those related to the identification of the components that are to be presented together, and those that relate to the relative order in which these components are presented. We call these classes collection and synchronization. At a coarse level, the Dexter model provides support for collection via the hierarchical definition components. As is illustrated in Figure 2, Dexter’s composite components can be used to collect a set of atomic components that are to be presented together. (In terms of the Amsterdam tour example described in the sidebar “A Hypermedia Example,” we could define a composite component that consisted of the various data entities that make up each screen.) Since the definition of the composite does not provide a mechanism for specifying any relative timing relationships among the entities, however, this approach is not sufficiently rich for general use. The problem to be overcome is that, once collected, the components need to be synchronized, typically both within and across components. Such synchronization can be based on structural information—that is, by manipulating data representations within components—or it can be based on the content of a component.

Consider the lower-left screen in the Amsterdam tour example. This view of street musicians can be defined as a (possibly structured) collection of files/objects/database entries that make up the components in the screen. These elements could be synchronized based on the author’s
(or authoring system's) knowledge of the sample and frame rates of each item. They could also be synchronized in a content-based manner, such as specifying that the two elements needed to end at the same time, or by specifying that a cymbal crash in the soundtrack needed to be synchronized with the associated event in the video segment.

There are several ways to approach the problems of collection and synchronization within hypermedia. Three general strategies are shown in Figure 3: we call these the hidden structure, the separate structure and the composite structure approaches.

**Hidden structure approach.** The most basic (and most prevalent) way to handle time-based data in a hypertext context is to place all the data—and all the data interpretation—inside the content portion of a component. In Dexter terms, this solution pushes multimedia information into the within-component layer. Collection (in terms of defining a set of entities that are to be shown at the same time) is solved by having a sin-
A Hypermedia Example

Hypermedia presentations can take many shapes and forms. They can be models of flexibility, enabling the user to pick and choose among the data items presented, or they may be rigidly structured presentations that mimic—perhaps too closely—broadcast television, where the user has a binary interaction option: turn it on or turn it off.

One form of a multimedia presentation is depicted in Figure A. The three "screens" shown in Figure A make up part of a tour of Amsterdam. Each screen is divided into a number of regions, with each region holding a simple or composite stream of multimedia data. Some of the regions have data containing anchors (the anchors are indicated by dotted lines around the regions).

A general table-of-contents portion of the presentation containing five regions appears in the top screen: one title region at the top-left of the screen (in this case saying "Welcome to Amsterdam"), a logo-region (containing the CWI logo), a video region (shown displaying one frame of a video on a canal house in the city), a text frame displaying a set of paragraphs on the nature of the demo, and an audio track containing supplemental information. The entire logo region and a portion of the text region contain visual buttons associated with links to other portions of the presentation. Following the link from the intro audio button to the "Walking through the city" button, the user will become immersed in a multimedia tour of Amsterdam.

Figure A. An example hypermedia presentation.

The lower-left screen shows a portion of the "walking tour" section of the presentation, showing a collection of street musicians entertaining commuters at the city's central railway station. This screen has a title region, a video region, an audio region and two navigation regions. One navigation button will return the user to the upper display, while the other allows a user to jump to a part of the walking tour that describes the types of boats one is likely to see in the canals. The screen at lower right is structured similarly to that at left, except that the contents of several of the regions have been changed: a new video atomic component has been used (to show boats on the canals), a new sound track is used (with boat sound effects and commentary), and a Gables button replaces the Boats button.

The presentation outlined here could have been constructed with a number of multimedia authoring systems, using a variety of underlying architectures. From a hypermedia perspective, there are a number of information structuring issues that need to be considered in describing presentations of this type. These issues, which include the logical and structural relationships of screens to one another, are discussed in the body of this article.

Single link target that uses internal techniques to define relative entity synchronization. This approach does not require a basic change in the hypertext model. It can lead to effective presentations and even a limited amount of combination of data items within a component. The disadvantage of this approach is that it does not scale well to more complex multimedia data combinations.

The structure shown in Figure 3a, for example, consists of eight pieces of information of four media types. Not all the pieces start at the same time—meaning that a sophisticated mechanism must exist to control presentation of the component. This control can be embedded in the definition of the data (such as is used in systems that take data from a single source, like a CD-ROM format [16]), or by expressing complex relationships among multimedia items that are subsequently accessed as a single entity [2]. Both of these approaches have interesting applications, but they do not extend easily to a more general case in which data is distributed over several file servers and combined at run time (or where information is stored across a collection of distributed multimedia databases). In all cases, the use of a complex composite component structure is impossible within the Dexter framework, since time is not explicitly considered in the model.

Separate structure approach. The opposite of the hidden structure approach is to define each piece of multimedia information as a separate block. Collection can be supported using a multtarget link, allowing each component to be activated when the link was followed. In terms of our Amsterdam Tour example, this would mean that the top-middle picture would be made up as the target of a link containing five separate objects. When this link was selected, the run-time system would start the objects simultaneously. (Such an approach is similar to that taken by the Intermedia project [15].) While collection can be supported in this way, synchronization becomes a significant problem: in a generalized model, not all components can be expected to start at exactly the same instant. Figure 3b illustrates a combination of compo-
ments that all need to be activated after a link is taken, but in which the starting times are not coincident. Clearly, some method is required to state when each component should start relative to the others. One solution is to place relative timing information into the link structure, as is done in Harmony [5] and Videobook [13]. As with the Intermedia approach, this can be useful for specifying the interaction of a limited number of nodes, but it requires the author to define and maintain information in links that combine collection, synchronization and navigation control into a single construct. This increases authoring and maintenance complexity because a great number of links will need to be created and maintained by the authoring software. These approaches also have the disadvantage that the content association among components is lost, and that any user selectivity or customization of a presentation requires complex user-interface software.

**Composite structure approach.** A compromise solution to the problem of collecting components and synchronizing pieces is shown in Figure 3c. Here, several elements have been grouped into three composite components, one of which hides internal synchronization and collection of two media types and two of which manage data of a single media type. Collection is less complex than in the separate structure approach, and the synchronization problem is also reduced by internalizing any complex relationships. While direct application of such an approach may prove adequate for simple applications, it does not solve the general problem of specifying the time-based relationships within the hypertext model; it simply reduces the problem to a number of subproblems, each solved by one of the two approaches described in the two preceding paragraphs. Grouping of components is a useful way of specifying collecting structured components if this is accompanied by a well-developed notion of time within the general

**Figure 3. Time and structuring issues**

**Figure 4. Dexter link components**
model, as will be discussed in the following subsection.

Links in Hypermedia

Links are perhaps the most fundamental notion of hypertext systems. While links have an influence on both the order of the presentation and the components displayed simultaneously, these temporal aspects do not represent the central nature of the link. Instead, the function of the link should be to define a logical navigation mechanism in a document.

The use of links within the Dexter model is illustrated in Figure 4. Here we see a link that has its source in a composite component and its destination in an atomic component. One of the basic aspects of a link is that it defines a traversal from one component to another. The notion of a link within a component, however, presents a fundamental problem not considered within the Dexter model. Such a link may be used inside a long, complex component as a means of fast-forwarding through the data. (This is how it is used in Figure 1b.) Another use may be to impose a mechanism for allowing some elements of a component to persist while others change when a link is followed.

For conventional text-based systems, the use of a link as an intra-component structure is not typically considered within the context of a general model, since blocks of text can be broken into arbitrarily small collections of characters (such as books, chapters, sections, paragraphs, sentences, clauses, words, and letters). This allows new components to be created whenever a link is defined by dividing an existing component at some “convenient” boundary. (Specification of such a boundary is supported by the Dexter anchoring mechanism, which allows a general method for specifying offsets into components.) This approach works well within hypertext systems because the logical element making up the bulk of the data—the character—is closely associated with the structural element used to define the data itself, the byte. It is also aided by the relationship between two successive blocks of characters not being typically constrained by a fixed timing relationship. In multimedia systems, the association of links with and within components is considerably more complex. Data items often cannot be easily broken apart or indexed in a convenient manner. For example, dividing a video fragment into a scene-shot-frame hierarchy is possible, but the relationship of content to representation is less clear than in hypertext systems. (For films, scenes and shots are generally content-based, while frames are representation-based.) If a single video sequence is to be broken apart to support a link, a complex editing and presentation process would be necessary to ensure continuity—a process that would depend on how information is stored and accessed, as well as on the content of the data.

A second, and more fundamental problem with extending hypertext links to hypermedia is that current hypertext systems do not clearly define the notion of how much information the reader leaves when following a link. Most systems present a single hypertext node which is either replaced by the destination information, or is left on the screen while another window is created for the destination information (e.g., Intermedia [15]). There is, however, no way of choosing between these options—the choice is determined by the destination of the link. Having an either-or model is useful for text (where most readers can only focus their attention on one block of text at a time), but it is less useful for multimedia presentations, where a user can follow a link from one block to another while continuing to listen to a spoken commentary or watch a video presentation. In hypermedia, it is important that the model define a control framework so the user can specify the behavior that is appropriate to the needs of the application.

In order to address this problem, a method needs to be defined that allows portions of a component to be treated as minicomponents for linking purposes, or a new construct needs to be added to support more generalized linking behavior in hypermedia. Our solution to this problem is to introduce the notion of a link context.

High-Level Presentation Specification Attributes

The preceding topics have dealt with concepts that are related directly to the presentation of complex combinations of time-based and static data. Now we consider the requirements for managing the presentation of each type of data individually. We introduce the problem by way of example, once again considering the description of the Amsterdam tour presented in the sidebar “A Hypermedia Example.”

Each of the screens of the Amsterdam tour uses a collection of output media, including audio, video, and several forms of text. Each screen contains unique data elements, but all screens have elements that share a common set of attributes for a particular data type used during one instance of the presentation. Consider the audio output used throughout the presentation: in each screen, different audio data sets will be used, but each screen will share attributes such as volume or tone-quality settings. Note that some of these attributes will depend on the workstation presenting the information, such as the audio quality of the local devices or the ability to support stereo/mono output. Other attributes may depend on the preferences of a particular viewer/listener to the presentation, such as the volume level of the output. Since both of these types of attributes would be defined on a per-presentation basis, not a per-screen basis, a mechanism should exist that allows their global definition.

Just as word processors allow the definition of global styles for different structures (for example, section heading or paragraph body), hypermedia documents require a higher-level way of specifying presentation information than at the per-component level. Such attributes would ensure the audio volume would not need to be reset by the user for each screen opened, or that the system's audio drivers would not need to be reinitialized for every data block sent to a device. Such global attributes would not be attached to a single component, but would instead be associated with a class of media/information types. The attribute definitions could consist of default set-
tings that could be overridden when necessary, or as a set of basic attributes that could be augmented on a component-by-component basis.

One motivation for providing such attributes is to support users accessing documents by allowing preference to be set once instead of at each data reference. Another is to be able to define documents having a measure of portability by abstracting presentation information that may be machine-dependent from an individual component. Although such global attributes are not considered directly in the Dexter model, they do capture some of the intent of separating presentation information for data within a component. The mechanism we use to manipulate these attributes is the CMIF channel, which we will consider in detail.

Amsterdam Hypermedia Model

The AHM was developed to provide a comprehensive basis for combined multimedia and hypermedia research. The model was defined by combining the Dexter hypertext model with the CMIF multimedia model and adding extensions to support those requirements of hypermedia that were left unaddressed. The AHM has been used to define the information model in CMIFed authoring/reader environment (see the sidebar “CMIFed—An AHM-Based Authoring Environment”), which has been used to create several hypermedia applications.

AHM Components

Figure 5 shows the conceptual data structure for a) atomic and b) composite components. (The names and general structure of these components reflect the AHM’s Dexter heritage; also see Figure 2.) The atomic component, shown in Figure 5a, contains metadata that refers to a particular data block, while the composite component defines such information for a collection of atomic or composite blocks. Note that the composite component does not contain support for data in the composite’s definition—data can only be referenced via an atomic component. This has three advantages over the Dexter approach. First, it localizes information on timing and presenta-

...
screen as seen by the user, which is made up of two top-level atomic items and one composite. The top-level atomic items of a represent the CWI logo and a headline text block containing “Welcome to Amsterdam.” The composite b contains two sequential audio tracks giving an introduction to the tour, a video showing parts of the city, and a text block containing instructions and three anchors. The composite c contains information about our institute. (Note that the sequencing within the composite b depends on the ability to separately schedule events and then to constrain aspects of their run-time behavior.)

The synchronization arc (or sync arc) allows an author to specify fine-grained synchronization information among components [3]. It is not used as a navigation aid or as a type of link. It is a constraint that the runtime system should support on the behavior of two or more components. The sync arc is a construct that provides a flexible mechanism for establishing relationships in a multimedia system. Figure 7 shows the basic elements of a sync arc in detail. The end-point component IDs are given, as is the timing relation to be supported. The timing relation is given in terms of a synchronization

**Figure 5. Amsterdam Hypermedia Model (AHM)**

**Figure 6. AHM components and timing relations**

**Figure 7. AHM synchronization**
interval, containing a target time and acceptable deviations, and a synchronization type. The type consists of an indication of whether the interval is relative to the start or end of the component, or whether it is an offset from the start. The second portion of the type is an indication of whether the relationship must be met or if it is simply an advisory relationship. (If a hard relationship cannot be supported by the run-time system, an error condition exists; if an advisory relationship cannot be met, the application will keep running; the use of interval-based synchronization gives the run-time environment a measure of flexibility in supporting the relationship.) In terms of Figure 6, the intracomponent sync arc shown may define a requirement that the second audio block needs to start in time for both the audio and video components to end together, while the intercomponent sync arc can be used to ensure that two text blocks remain on the screen for an equal duration.

The primary advantage of the way that AHM specifies temporal relationships is that a clear separation is made among the collection of components that are to be shown together, the relative ordering of those objects and the detailed timing constraints that can exist during the presentation of a collection of objects.

**AHM Link Context**

The temporal aspects of the AHM component architecture provide a convenient method of grouping and synchronizing related objects. Composite components do not, however, provide information on how each component behaves when a link is followed out of that component or within a composite component. In order to describe this type of behavior, the AHM defines the notion of a **link context**. A context is a (typically composite) component that contains a collection of composite or atomic components affected by a linking operation. (While the Dexter model already allows the specification of composite components with a link, these are not used explicitly to define a context.) A **source context** for a link is that part of a hypermedia presentation affected by initiating a link, and a **destination context** as that part of the presentation which is played on arriving at the destination of the link.

The context mechanism allows specific display options to be associated with each link. In particular, the source context can be retained or replaced when a link is followed. If it is replaced, the run-time environment can determine if the old resources used for the source are appropriate for the destination context. (Since the context is associated with the model, a run-time environment can perform these checks dynamically or statically.) If the source context is retained, it can be allowed to continue playing, or it can be forced to pause—with the choice left to the document author.

A benefit of specifying context is that only part of the document structure needs be affected on following a link. Components of the presentation higher in the composition hierarchy remain active and only those at the lower levels are affected. This reduces the authoring burden of repeating the same higher-level structures for different presentations. For example, when the reader activates the **Boots** anchor in the lower-left screen of our Amsterdam tour, only three of the atomic components are replaced while the others remain on the screen. (The three replaced are the illustration video, the audio track and the component specifying the next subject in the sequence, in this case the **Gables** button.) The document in the figure uses only two levels but the model imposes no restriction on the depth of the hierarchy. (Contexts are discussed in greater detail in [11].)

**AHM Channels: Encoding High-Level Presentation Attributes**

Both the Dexter model and the AHM allow presentation attributes to be specified for individual atomic and composite components. While these attributes are sufficient for local control, they are inadequate for specifying more global attributes of a document. Such attributes are defined in the AHM using **channels**.

Channels are abstract output devices for playing the content of a component. Associated with each channel are default presentation characteristics for the media-type(s) displayed via that channel, such as **font** and **style** for a text channel, or **volume** for an audio channel. Channels store media-type independent specifications, such as background, foreground and highlight colors, or whether the channel is on or off; and media-type dependent characteristics such as font size and style for text, or scaling factor for graphics. The number of channels is not restricted. When a hypermedia document is played the channels are mapped onto physical output devices.

Figure 8 illustrates the allocation of abstract channels for an expanded version of our Amsterdam tour example. Two audio channels are defined, one containing commentary in Dutch and one in English. Three linking channels are defined (labeled L0, L1 and L2), which are associated with the atomic components containing the text **contents**, **begin route over** and **next**. Two captions channels are defined (for holding Dutch and English text strings) and one screen channel is defined for the video data object. Note that the on/off channel attribute allows a user to specify which of the channels are active at run time; this allows a full presentation to be defined (for a variety of audiences), with particular instances of the presentation available on demand, customized to user preferences and to local hardware facilities on the presentation host. This feature allows the fragment shown in Figure 8 to be used to present either Dutch language audio and English language subtitles (or vice-versa), with the selection supported by the run-time environment. (While a presentation providing English and Dutch audio and English and Dutch captions would be possible—assuming enough screen "real-estate" and audio bandwidth existed—the usefulness of such a selection would depend on the nature of the user.)

The use of channels also allows the same document to be presented in different ways by specifying the styles rather than by changing the presentation specification for every item. Just as in paper documents, this encourages consistency throughout the presentation. Flexibility is main-
tained by allowing overrides for individual components.

**Current Implementation Status**

The CMIFed authoring and runtime environment described in the sidebar “CMIFed—An AHM-Based Authoring Environment” is used to experiment with an implementation based on a modified version of the AHM. The most important difference in composition between the AHM and the model supported in CMIFed is that the AHM parallel component is split into two types of composition constructs—parallel and sequential. The purpose of supporting an extra type of composition in the authoring system is to allow the convenient definition of how a group of components are to be displayed during the presentation (that is, the parallel and sequential hierarchical structures are used to derive first-order timing information for the presentation). The derivation of this timing information removes the requirement for explicitly specifying timing information for each child of the composite.

Support for links and anchors in CMIFed is less general than the AHM. The source of a link in CMIFed is an anchor within an atomic component; the destination can be an anchor, or an atomic or composite component (i.e., we do not support the source of a link being a composite component). This has implications for assigning the contexts for the ends of a link. We currently derive the source and destination context from the structure around the ends of the link—the context is taken to be the child of the nearest ancestor choice component containing the end of the link (for further detail on the support for contexts see [11]).

Finally, anchors within CMIFed are of different types: normal, pausing and destination. Normal anchors define the areas which are made active for the reader. Pausing anchors are also active but require that the reader take some action (typically ‘clicking’) before the presentation can proceed beyond the point at which the anchor was displayed. Destination anchors are used in composite components and refer only to the complete component, removing the requirement for an explicit value. CMIFed does not yet support composite anchors.

**Conclusion**

We feel that the AHM presents a flexible framework for studying hypermedia implementations. The goal of the model—the union of the basic concepts of hypertext and multimedia—has been met, at least within the limits of existing technology. Through the use of the CMIFed editor, we have been able to create a collection of hypermedia presentations that approximate the richness of the full model, and we continue to investigate new ways of providing better implementation support for hypermedia. The novelty of the CMIFed-supported approach to hypermedia is that the underlying structure can be freely manipulated, unlike many current multimedia authoring systems. This allows for quick and easy creation, copying and altering of presentations [9].
The timing constructs defined by the AHM allow a generalized specification of the behavior of a document. This behavior can be transformed for a particular instance to any SGML-like form [6], including HyTime [12, 13].

While the AHM, together with the CMIFed environment, provide a powerful way to create hypermedia presentations, it is clear that making "pleasing" presentations will remain a complex task. The gathering and editing of source materials, the definition of links in a document, and the aesthetic aspects of combining a variety of media in a useful manner remain major hurdles to the production of effective hypermedia presentations. Although we feel the AHM can provide a solid basis for encoding hypermedia documents, the artistic effort required for effective use of the media available on modern workstations should not be underestimated.
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